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16QUESTION BANK - GRAMMAR

1.- 16. sorularda verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  Reading, simply by its nature, ---- you to 
think and construct meaning as you ---- the 
pages of a book. 

A) will require / turned 

B) requires / turn 

C) is requiring / would turn 

D) required / will turn 

E) has required / had turned 

2. I ---- this movie three times so far and I 
---- it the day it comes out on DVD just 
because it is so enjoyable.

A) had seen / am going to buy 

B) have seen / bought 

C) will see / bought 

D) have seen / will buy 

E) saw / would buy

3. It wasn’t until the 1950s that the medical 
community ---- germs and bacteria ---- a 
major cause of acne.

A) has realized / are 

B) will be realizing / would be 

C) had realized / will be 

D) would have realized / have been 

E) realized / were 

4. Individual replies and opinions expressed 
during the consultation process ---- until 
the results ----.  

A) are kept / have been analyzing 

B) have kept / will be analyzed 

C) will be kept / have been analyzed 

D) were kept / are analyzed 

E) have been kept / would be analyzed 

5. Laura is genuinely surprised to find 
out that by doing the exercises I’ve 
recommended, she ---- her back muscles 
and now her spine ---- any more. 

A) had strengthened / won’t hurt  

B) has strengthened / doesn’t hurt 

C) will strengthen / didn’t hurt 

D) is strengthening / wouldn’t hurt 

E) strengthened / wasn’t hurting 

6. By the end of the 1960s, many attempts ---- 
to determine the biologic basis of the main 
therapeutic effects of aspirin. 

A) had been made

B) will be made 

C) would make

D) made 

E) have been made 

7.  At this time tomorrow, I ---- a seminar 
on the latest developments in genetic 
engineering. 

A) have given

B) gave 

C) would give

D) will be giving 

E) was giving 

8.  Glaucoma, a chronic potentially blinding 
disease that ---- life-long treatment, 
currently ---- 2.2 million Americans. 

A) will require / affected 

B) requires / affects 

C) required / has been affecting 

D) has required / will affect 

E) would require / had affected 

 SIMPLE & PERFECT TENSES TEST 5
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M O D A L S  -  T E S T  1 1

9.  A muscle cramp ---- as an involuntarily and 
forcibly contracted muscle which does not 
relax.  

A) ought to have been described  
B) doesn’t need to be described 
C) used to be described  
D) can be described 
E) would be described 

10.  Many soft contact lenses are disposable 
and ---- away after a short period of use for 
safety issues.

A) mustn’t be thrown 
B) can be thrown 
C) had to be thrown  
D) could have been thrown 
E) would be thrown 

11.  While eating vegetables is healthy, the 
process of cooking raw vegetables ---- vital 
nutrients.

A) would eliminate  
B) needn’t have eliminated 
C) can eliminate 
D) had better eliminate 
E) should have eliminated 

12.  Before you ---- to drive a car or a 
motorcycle you ---- for a provisional 
driving licence.

A) may learn / had to apply 
B) would have learnt / should apply 
C) will be able to learn / would apply 
D) can learn / must apply 
E) might learn / may have applied 

13.  The building ---- because the additional 
floors would impose considerable weight 
on the existing structure.

A) shouldn’t be reinforced 
B) can be reinforced 
C) had to be reinforced 
D) may be reinforced 
E) needn’t have been reinforced 

14.  If Liz had started writing her research 
paper earlier, she ---- it by now but she is 
still working on it.

A) might finish  
B) doesn’t need to finish 
C) can’t have finished 
D) could have finished 
E) is to finish 

15.  Employers ---- that their personnel are 
knowledgeable of the safe procedures 
to positively control hazards in the 
workplace.

A) need to ensure 
B) had to ensure 
C) had better not ensure  
D) would rather have ensured 
E) used to ensure 

16.  For a herb to produce the desired effect 
in the body, it ---- in the right dose and 
concentration. 

A) shouldn’t have been given  
B) may have been given 
C) ought not to be given 
D) would have been given 
E) must be given 



70QUESTION BANK - GRAMMAR

1.- 16. sorularda verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  A barcode is an optical machine-readable 
representation of data, ---- shows certain 
data on certain products.

A) on which
B) which
C) that
D) whose
E) where

2.  Although energy can be measured, it is 
often hard to determine the exact energy 
---- by a particular region.

A) having consumed 
B) consuming
C) consumed    
D) to have consumed
E) to consuming

3.  Children ---- parents refuse vaccinations 
for them provide fertile ground for the 
spread of vaccine-preventable diseases, 
like measles.

A)   whose  B)   with which 
C) that  D)   for whom 
  E)   whom 

4.  Dubai is home to approximately 180 
different nationalities, all ---- come with 
their own driving abilities and habits.

A) whom
B) where
C) which
D) of whom
E) of whose

5.  A shift worker is anyone ---- follows a work 
schedule ---- is outside of the typical “9 to 
5” business day.

A) of which / when
B) that / in which
C) whose / for which
D) whom / which
E) who / that

6.  Factors ---- the market price of natural gas 
include weather, supply and demand, and 
economic conditions. 

A) affecting  
B) to be affected
C) affected   
D) to affecting
E) having been affected

7.  Mr Harris was a very reserved and rather 
shy man ---- hated publicity and was 
virtually unknown outside a small circle of 
close friends.

A) who
B) to whom
C) whose
D) which
E) whom

8.  Scents such as lavender have been shown 
in studies to promote relaxation, ---- can 
lead to a better night sleep. 

A) when
B) that
C) which
D) where
E) during which

RELATIVE CLAUSES TEST 27
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R E V I S I O N  -  T E S T  2 9

9.  ---- older children can sleep comfortably 
and safely in a variety of positions, infants 
cannot.

A) So that 
B) Despite 
C) Because of
D) Lest 
E) While 

10.  Olive oil plays an important role in the 
reduction of blood cholesterol levels, ---- 
it reduces the risk of heart disease and 
stroke.

A) however
B) hence 
C) such as 
D) as if 
E) in case 

11.  Digital photography is a form of 
photography ---- uses digital technology to 
make images of subjects.

A) where
B) who 
C) of whose 
D) that 
E) in which 

12.  Laser acupuncture is a relatively new 
form of simulation of acupuncture, ---- a 
low energy laser beam is used instead of 
needles.

A) that
B) which 
C) whom 
D) where 
E) why 

13.  A successful manager is also a good 
leader ---- creates a work climate ---- 
encourages productivity.

A) that / where
B) which / that 
C) who / that
D) for whose / which 
E) whom / in which 

14.  Movement is one of the most important 
vehicles ---- young children learn about 
themselves and the world around them.

A) that
B) through which 
C) with whom
D) which 
E) why 

15.  A weather map can be defined as a map     
---- the important meteorological data in a 
definite area at a specific time.  

A) showing
B) shown  
C) to be shown
D) to showing  
E) having been shown 

16.  The wasp stings are known to cause 
significant reactions, ---- can range from 
localized pain and swelling to serious and 
fatal conditions.

A) where
B) for whom 
C) which 
D) that 
E) of which 
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1.- 16. sorularda verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  ---- Photoshop programme you need 
depends largely on ---- you will use it for.

A) Which / if
B) What / what 
C) Whether / when
D) That / that 
E) How / that 

2.  ---- you have said so far doesn’t seem 
to address the concerns that have been 
raised.

A) That
B) The fact that 
C) What 
D) Which 
E) Whether 

3.  Scientists have long been interested in 
understanding ---- we remember about our 
past and ---- we remember it.

A) what / what
B) that / that  
C) what / why
D) how / that 
E) the fact that / whether 

4.  A label of controlled origin is a label which 
indicates ---- an agricultural product is 
from a specific region.

A) whatever
B) that 
C) whichever
D) where 
E) what 

5.  Nobody seems to know ---- the annual 
budget plan of the company will be 
announced by the financial manager.

A) whoever
B) whom 
C) which 
D) when 
E) whose 

6.  Not many people are aware of ----        
white-water rafting was one of the earliest 
forms of travel on water.

A) that
B) however 
C) whenever 
D) what 
E) the fact that 

7.  Ecotoxicology is the study of ---- chemicals 
affect the environment and the organisms 
living in it.

A) whose
B) how 
C) whatever 
D) that 
E) if 

8.  Akkadian is a Semitic language that was 
in use in ---- is now modern day Iraq from 
roughly 2500 BC to 100 AD. 

A) where
B) which 
C) what 
D) that 
E) how 

 NOUN CLAUSES TEST 38
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 I F & W I S H  C L A U S E S  -  T E S T  3 9

9.  I wish George ---- me about the board 
meeting which took place yesterday.  

A) has informed
B) had informed 
C) informs 
D) will inform 
E) informed 

 10.  ---- a perfume you order be unavailable due 
to material shortage, you will be notified 
immediately. 

A) Were
B) If 
C) On condition that
D) Should 
E) Provided 

11.  Not all the necessary measures had been 
taken by the authorities ---- the fire would 
have been put out. 

A) if only
B) unless 
C) otherwise 
D) so that 
E) in case of 

12.  If the product ---- out of stock at the 
time we receive your return, we ---- an 
alternative product or a refund. 

A) were / must offer    
B) would be / have offered 
C) is / will offer    
D) had been / would offer 
E) will be / could have offered 

13.  Had the statistical analysis of the results 
been completed in time, I ---- until late now. 

A) won’t have to work  
B) don’t have to work 
C) didn’t have to work   
D) wouldn’t have to work 
E) haven’t had to work 

14.  Wearing the correct protective clothing ---- 
a world of difference if you ---- involved in 
a motorcycle accident.  

A) will make / had been   
B) makes / were 
C) can make / are  
D) would make / should be 
E) might have made / will be 

15.  Had I known that this phone would not 
have some of the features that it promised, 
I ---- it. 

A) will never buy    
B) have never bought 
C) never bought    
D) should never buy
E) would never have bought 

16.  Do not stop taking medication ---- you talk 
to your doctor first or you are experiencing 
a serious side effect.

A) if
B) but for 
C) only if 
D) unless 
E) as long as 
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 A D J E C T I V E S  &  A DV E R B S  -  T E S T  4 8

9.  One of ---- things is to attempt to work 
in the garden and not be able to find the 
particular tool you need. 

A) as frustrating as    
B) the more frustrating 
C) most frustrating    
D) the most frustrating 
E) more frustrating 

10.  ---- active our minds are, ---- we are able to 
remember simple things like grocery lists, 
to-do items and daily chores. 

A) More / better   
B) The most / better 
C) The more / best 
D) The more / the better 
E) Most / the best  

11.  To become a successful real estate 
investor is not ---- complicated ---- most of 
the people think. 

A) so / as
B) too / to
C) such / as 
D) such / that 
E) so / that 

12.  Rat poison is among ---- substances that a 
dog or other pet can ingest. They should 
be kept away from them.

A) as deadly as 
B) the more deadly 
C) more deadly
D) far more deadly 
E) the most deadly 

13. Women who wear high heels find 
themselves ---- as it gives them stylish 
look and tall appearance.  

A) the more confident 
B) so confident that 
C) too confident    
D) more confident 
E) as confident 

14.  A good website is the result of multiple 
technological inputs that make it ---- 
comprehensive ---- possible. 

A) so / that
B) such / as 
C) as / as 
D) much / than 
E) such / that 

15.  With an average temperature of -25 
degrees Fahrenheit, the tundra biome is ---- 
among the various biomes of the world. 

A) colder
B) as cold as 
C) the colder
D) the coldest 
E) far colder 

16.  Professor Lawrence spoke ---- during the 
lecture that we could hardly hear him so 
we didn’t take in most of what he said. 

A) such a quiet
B) so quietly 
C) too quietly
D) quiet enough 
E) as quietly 
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1.- 16. sorularda verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  When it comes to planning a road trip, you 
want to make sure that you bring along ---- 
of the essential items.

A) none
B) every
C) all 
D) little 
E) much 

2.  Anyone who is interested in becoming an 
entrepreneur will find ---- online resources 
to help them in their quest.

A) each
B) a good deal of 
C) a little 
D) plenty of 
E) most of 

3.  Traumatic events of ---- type usually occur 
suddenly and require immediate action to 
stabilize the affected person.

A)   any  B)   many 
C)   a few   D)   whole 
  E)   several 

4.  For patients who have badly discoloured 
or worn teeth there are ---- cosmetic 
dentistry treatments to remedy the 
problem. 

A) a great deal of
B) many of 
C) some of 
D) the number of 
E) a number of 

5.  ---- small businesses fail because of 
fundamental shortcomings in their 
business planning.

A) Many
B) Much 
C) Every 
D) Several of 
E) A little 

6.  Project managers have ---- responsibility 
and achieving a successful project is not 
easy.

A) both
B) a few 
C) a great deal of
D) each 
E) none of 

7.  ---- the most serious and persistent 
problems shift workers face are frequent 
sleep disturbance and associated 
excessive sleepiness.  

A) A lot
B) Some of 
C) Several
D) The number of 
E) Many 

8.  Hair loss in cats can have ---- different 
causes, including fleas, ringworm, 
allergies, or stress.

A) the whole
B) a little 
C) every 
D) several 
E) a good deal of 

 DETERMINERS TEST 50
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1.- 16. sorularda verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. When a computer on the Internet needs 
to send data to ---- computer, it must first 
know ---- IP address.

A) the other / it’s    
B) one another / itself
C) another / its    
D) the others / its own 
E) other / it

2.  An allergic reaction ---- when the immune 
system of the body ---- to an invader such 
as insect venom.

A) will occur / overreacted   
B) occurs / overreacts 
C) occurred / has overreacted  
D) is occurring / had overreacted 
E) has occurred / was overreacting 

3.  Species become extinct or endangered for 
a number of reasons, ---- the primary cause 
is the destruction of their habitat.

A) as opposed to
B) apart from
C) unless
D) owing to 
E) but 

4.  ---- the most common side effects of this 
drug are nausea and vomiting, nothing 
happened to me.

A) Unlike
B) In order that 
C) Although 
D) What’s more 
E) Instead of 

5.  As man has learned to harness the 
power of the Sun, he has also learned the 
enormous benefits ---- can be gained from 
using solar power.

A) of whose
B) in which 
C) whom 
D) that 
E) where 

6.  Whether you are getting tires for your 
sports car or the family mini-van, it is 
important to know ---- to buy them.

A) how
B) what 
C) the fact that
D) that 
E) whatever 

7.  Most tropical rainforest plants are 
evergreens, ---- their leaves gradually 
throughout the year as the leaves age and 
fall. 

A) to be replaced
B) to replacing 
C) replacing 
D) replaced 
E) having been replaced  

8.  A copyright is a legal status that allows 
the owner ---- exclusive control over the 
copyrighted work.

A) have
B) to have 
C) having had
D) having 
E) to having 

REVISION TEST 60
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